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NOTE 
I. S. H. Nasr, Islamic Science: An Illustrated Study (London: World of Islam Festival Publishing 
Company, 1976), is of value mainly for the plates; see my review of the sections on the exact sciences 
in Journal for the History of Astronomy 9, 212-219 (1978). Daffa’s book, The Muslim Contribution to 
Mathematics (London: Croom Helm; Atlantic Highlands, N. J.: Humanities Press, 1977), is assessed 
in History of Science 17, 295-296 (1979). Both of these reviews are reprinted in King [1986]. 
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Matematiki i Astronomi Musuhanskogo Srednevekovya i Ikb Trudy (VIII-XVII 
w.) [Mathematicians and Astronomers of the Islamic Middle Ages (VIII- 
XVII Centuries) and Their Works]. By G. P. Matvievskaya and B. A. Rosen- 
feld. Moscow (Nauka). 1983. 3 vols., 479 + 650 + 372 pp. 
Reviewed by David A. King 
lnstitut fiir Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften, Johann Wolfgang Goethe University, 
Frankfurt, Federal Republic of Germany, and New York University, New York, New York loo03 
As suggested by its title, this publication is intended to update and expand on H. 
Suter’s Die Mathematiker und Astronomen der Araber und ihre Werke, first 
published in 1900 and reprinted in 1982 [see my review in Journal of the History 
of Astronomy 14, no. 1 (1983), 62-631. Suter’s book was a biobibliographical 
survey of Muslim scholars in the exact sciences, arranged chronologically by 
author and based on all currently available manuscript catalogs and medieval 
biographical dictionaries. More information of the same kind has been contributed 
since 1900 by C. Brockelmann, M. Krause, H. P. J. Renaud, C. A. Storey, and F. 
Sezgin. The volumes on the sciences in the monumental Geschichte des arabi- 
schen Schrifttums of Professor Sezgin of Frankfurt replace the work of Suter for 
the period up to 105O&tfor the later period -interested scholars must use all of 
these other works. 
Professor Matvievskaya of the Institute for the History of Mathematics in Tash- 
kent and Professor Rosenfeld of the Institute for the History of Science and 
Technology in Moscow have undertaken the formidable task of gathering and 
rearranging all the material in these earlier works. Much of this publication con- 
sists of Arabic personal names and titles in Cyrillic transcription as well as lists of 
manuscripts and bibliographical citations. The authors have produced a work 
which all their colleagues in the field will welcome as a standard reference tool. 
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The contents of the three volumes are as follows: 
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Vol. I 
a: pp. 11-99 
b: pp. 105-121 




a: pp. 4-47 
b: pp. 48-118 
c: pp. 120-160 
d: pp. 161-273 
e: pp. 274-332 
fi pp. 333-372 
Overview of Islamic mathematics; 
List of catalogs of Arabic manuscripts; 
Bibliography. 
Muslim scientists and their works. 
Works by unidentified authors; 
Anonymous titles; 
Subject index to vol. II; 
Title index; 
Author index; 
Addenda to I:1 and 1:2. 
The overview in Section Ia is sound but traditional: the mathematics dealt with 
is mainly that found in medieval texts on arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. (It 
was, of course, a colleague of the authors, namely, Professor A. P. Yoush- 
kevich of Moscow, who wrote the only sensible account of Islamic arithmetic, 
algebra, and geometry that has ever been written.) But the development of mathe- 
matical methods as used in astronomical writings is almost completely over- 
looked. Thus in the overview of trigonometry (pp. 69-75) there is but scant 
mention (pp. 74-75) of trigonometric tables, a feature of every astronomical hand- 
book. Likewise, there is no survey of interpolation methods, a subject on which 
there is now a substantial secondary literature, all of which is derived from astro- 
nomical treatises rather than treatises on arithmetic, algebra, and geometry; the 
authors mention only one method. Altogether lacking are chapters on Muslim 
achievements in planetary and spherical astronomy and astronomical timekeep- 
ing, now fairly well documented in the secondary literature and certainly relevant 
to the history of mathematics. 
The reason for these omissions appears to be that in the USSR, it is customary 
for historians of mathematics and historians of astronomy not to trespass into one 
another’s domains. This situation creates obvious problems for an overview of 
Islamic mathematics, written by two historians of mathematics to serve as an 
introduction to a biobibliographical list of Muslim mathematicians and astrono- 
mers . 
Section Ib is less useful and less complete than the lists of Islamic manuscript 
catalogs presented in Sezgin, GAS, Vol. 6. The bibliography in Section Ic is 
handy, but no bibliography is ever complete. 
The most valuable part of the book is Vol. II. The authors have combined the 
information in the earlier works mentioned above as well as G. Sarton’s Zntroduc- 
tion to the History of Science and other secondary literature to produce a survey 
of over one thousand scientists. Suter’s book included only half of that number, 
and the new work uses his numbering system with a’s, b’s, and c’s for authors not 
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listed by Suter. Sezgin’s volumes cover only scientists before 1050. My own 
Survey of the Scientific Manuscripts in the Egyptian National Library (Eisen- 
brauns, 1986), which is based on 2500 manuscripts, lists many authors not in- 
cluded by Matvievskaya and Rosenfeld. My recent book Mathematical Astron- 
omy in Medieval Yemen (Undena Publications, 1983) lists over 50 Yemeni 
authors, very few of whom were known previously to the modern literature. 
Unfortunately these works were not available to the authors when they were 
compiling their survey. 
As a tribute to the labors of the authors I should like to see an English edition of 
this work made available as soon as possible, and I am glad that they are cur- 
rently pursuing this with publishers in Europe. The translation should include all 
the new material in the Cairo survey and the Yemeni astronomy book, which 
would be relatively easy to incorporate since they are arranged chronologically by 
author as supplements to the standard sources. Finally, as a tribute to the Muslim 
scholars listed in this book I should like to see their entries renumbered consecu- 
tively. This would be fitting for over 1000 scholars who “published” on the exact 
sciences in the Islamic Middle Ages, for they represented a tradition which knew 
no rival from the 8th to the 15th centuries. 
Nicolaus Cusanus und die Entstehung der exakten Wissenschaften. By Fritz Nagel. 
Buchreihe der Cusanus-Gesellschaft, Band IX. Miinster (Aschendorff). 
1984. vii + 192 pp. DM 48. 
Reviewed by Helmut Griissing 
Institut fiir Geschichte der Universitiit Wien, Universitiit Wien 
Der Autor handelt das Thema in zwei Abschnitten ab: Im ersten Teil des 
Buches wird die “Begrtindung einer neuen Denkart durch Nicholaus Cusanus” 
vorgestellt. In den einzelnen Kapiteln werden jeweils Philosophie, metrische Vor- 
stellungen, die Mathematik sowie AnIZnge funktionalen Denkens und experimen- 
tell-naturwissenschaftlicher Methode beim Cusaner erortert. Der zweite Teil ist 
der interessanten Entwicklungs- und Wirkungsgeschichte der im ersten Teil be- 
sprochenen Ideenansatze des Cusaners gewidmet. 
Nagels Arbeit wurde mit dem vom Land Oberosterreich gestifteten und von der 
ijsterreichischen Gesellschaft fur Geschichte der Naturwissenschaften verge- 
benen Johannes von Gmunden-Preis 1984 ausgezeichnet. Vorweg sei gesagt, da8 
sie gerade mit dem proponierten Thema Neuland betritt und wegweisend zu sein 
versucht. Darin liegt der Verdienst dieser Studie, in der-wie im allgemeinen bei 
geistigen “Spurenziehern’‘-naturgemal3 manches in nuce bleibt, manches kon- 
jekturell sein mu& Doch ist die Diskussion angeregt, und darauf kommt es wohl in 
erster Linie an. 
